Backstrap

Setting up

Setting up

To set up your backstrap, the handles can be attached to the webbing ends using
three different methods:

By attaching it to a small
By larksheading it to a line
loop on the back of the
with a knot on the back of
handle (not to be confused the handle.
with loops for groundstakes
located at the bottom of the
handle).

By larksheading it around
the handle itself if no
attachments on the back of
the handle are present.

Attaching the handles to a small loop

Undo the webbing from the Slide the webbing through
clip.
the loop, back through the
clip.

Push the clip and excess
webbing in the pocket and
close it.

Attaching the handles to a line with knot or around the handle

Make a larkshead in the
end of the webbing loop.

Slide it over the line with a When slid over the handle,
knot or around the handle. pull the top line on the
handle through the middle
of the larkshead.

Backstrap

Using your backstrap

Using the backstrap

The correct way of using your backstrap is to
place the backstrap around your lower back
before launching your kite. The logos should
always be on the outside, using it in this way will
increase personal comfort.

Adjusting the backstrap

You can easily adjust the length of the backstrap end straps by using the clips in the
small pockets.

Open up the pocket and
pull out the clip and the
excess webbing.

Slide the webbing through Push the clip and excess
the clip to adjust the length webbing back in the pocket
of the end straps.
and close it using the
velcro.

Emergency situations

In case you are out of control and need to loose
all power from the kite, dive forward and let go
of the handles. The backstrap will slide over
your back and you are safe.

Safety instructions
CAUTION: Kite powered sports can be very dangerous and physically demanding. The user
of this product should understand that participating in kite powered sports may involve serious
injury or death and agrees to observe the safety precautions listed with your kite.

